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To achieve distributed reflectivity measurements along an optical fiber, we developed a simplified cost-effective configuration for optical correlation-
(or coherence-) domain reflectometry based on a synthesized optical coherence function using sinusoidal modulation. By excluding the
conventional optical heterodyne detection that accompanies the frequency shift (without using an acousto-optic modulator) and by exploiting the
foot of the electrical Fresnel reflection spectrum, the electrical bandwidth required for signal processing is lowered to several megahertz. We
evaluate the basic system performance and demonstrate its high-speed operation (10ms for one scan) by tracking a moving reflection point in real
time. © 2016 The Japan Society of Applied Physics

O
ptical reflectometry is a useful technology for moni-
toring the health of optical components, modules,
and fiber networks, and it serves as a fundamental

technique for multiplexed and distributed sensing systems1–5)

and optical coherence tomography.6–8) To detect bad
connections=splices and other reflection points along fibers
under test (FUTs), two types of Fresnel-based fiber-optic
reflectometry have been developed and extensively studied:
optical time-domain reflectometry (OTDR)9–13) and optical
frequency-domain reflectometry (OFDR).14–18) However,
OTDR generally suffers from a relatively low spatial
resolution and a low sampling rate (or a long measurement
time), while OFDR commonly suffers from phase fluctua-
tions caused by environmental disturbance. One promising
method for overcoming these drawbacks is the so-called
optical correlation- (or coherence-) domain reflectometry
(OCDR)19–28) exploiting a synthesized optical coherence
function (SOCF),26) which operates on the basis of correla-
tion control of propagating light waves by modulating the
laser output frequency. Two methods for frequency modu-
lation have been implemented: sinusoidal21–23) and stepwise
modulations.24–26) The latter includes modulations using an
optical frequency comb,27,28) which can enhance the measure-
ment stability. Of these two frequency modulation methods,
sinusoidal modulation is more suitable for cost-effective
implementation.21–23)

In conventional SOCF–OCDR systems,21–28) the measured
Fresnel spectra are shifted by several tens of megahertz by
optical heterodyne detection using acousto-optic modulators
(AOMs). This shift is required because otherwise the low-
frequency noise from the electrical devices overlaps the
electrical Fresnel spectra. If the system can be implemented
without the use of an optical frequency shifter, electrical
signal processing can be performed in the frequency range
near DC (up to several megahertz), leading to cost reduction
of relevant devices and thus of the whole system.

In this work, by excluding optical heterodyne detection,
we developed a simple SOCF–OCDR configuration based on
sinusoidal modulation. By exploiting the foot of the Fresnel
reflection spectrum, the system was simplified with reduced
cost. We further demonstrated its high-speed operation.

The experimental setup of a standard SOCF–OCDR sys-
tem containing an AOM21–23) is depicted in Fig. 1(a). The
laser output is divided with a coupler; one beam is injected
into an FUT, and the other beam is used as the reference
light. The reflected light from the FUT is mixed with the

reference light, the frequency of which is downshifted by
several tens of megahertz using the AOM for optical
heterodyne detection. The signal is then converted into an
electrical signal with a photodetector (PD) and monitored
using an electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA). Owing to
optical heterodyne detection, the low-frequency noise
influence of the PD and ESA can be mitigated. To achieve
high-speed operation, the spectral peak power is continuously
recorded using the analog output terminal of the ESA.
Repetition rates of 0.1–1Hz have been obtained by using the
“peripheral component interconnect extensions for instru-
mentation” (PXI) platform.23)

To spatially resolve the measurement positions, we
sinusoidally modulate the frequency of the laser output to
form the so-called “correlation peak” in the FUT. By using
the correlation peak, the reflected light generated at a specific
position can be selectively observed.26) By sweeping the
modulation frequency, the correlation peak is scanned along
the FUT, and thus the reflectivity can be measured in a

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for OCDR. (a) Conventional system and
(b) new system without an AOM. EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier; ESA:
electrical spectrum analyzer; FG: function generator; OSC: oscilloscope; PD:
photodetector.
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distributed manner. Sinusoidal frequency modulation periodi-
cally generates multiple correlation peaks, and the interval of
the periodicity determines the measurement range. According
to detailed calculations, the spatial resolution Δz (i.e., the
3 dB linewidth of the correlation peak) and the measurement
range D are theoretically given by29)

�z ffi 0:76c

�n� f
; ð1Þ

D ¼ c

2nfm
; ð2Þ

respectively, where c is the light velocity in vacuum, n is the
refractive index of the fiber core, Δ f is the modulation
amplitude, and fm is the modulation frequency.

In contrast, the experimental setup of a new SOCF–OCDR
system without optical heterodyne detection is shown in
Fig. 1(b), which is similar to that in Fig. 1(a) except that
the new system does not contain an AOM. If the optical
spectrum of Fresnel reflection has a delta-function-like shape,
this new configuration does not work properly. In reality,
because the Fresnel spectrum has some non-negligible
bandwidth (determined by the laser bandwidth),30) the
foot of the electrical Fresnel reflection spectrum can avoid
the overlap of the low-frequency noise of the PD and ESA
without the use of an optical frequency shifter. In this con-
figuration, the frequency used for measuring the optical
power ranges from several hundreds of kilohertz to several
megahertz. In this frequency range, the power level is lower
than that at DC, and the dynamic reflectivity range is
lowered. The theoretical expressions for the spatial resolu-
tion and measurement range are the same as those in the
aforementioned standard SOCF–OCDR system. In this
experiment, the ESA output is sent to a personal computer
via an inexpensive sound card instead of the PXI platform23)

and monitored using a virtual oscilloscope, leading to a
repetition rate of >10Hz with a less expensive system.

In the experiments below, we employed a laser diode at
1550 nm with a 3 dB bandwidth of ∼1MHz. The laser output
was amplified to ∼19 dBm and then injected into the FUTs.
The modulation amplitude Δ f was fixed at 0.75GHz (to
avoid damage to the laser), resulting in a theoretical spatial
resolution of ∼66mm [see Eq. (1)]. Note that a spatial
resolution of <100 µm is theoretically achievable by employ-
ing a high-speed broadband tunable laser, such as a super-
structure-grating distributed Bragg reflector laser.

First, to confirm the basic operation of OCDR without
optical heterodyne detection, distributed reflectivity meas-
urements were performed using the simply structured FUT
depicted in Fig. 2. A 1.0-m-long pigtail of a circulator
composed of a silica single-mode fiber (SMF) was sequen-
tially connected to 1.0- and 3.0-m-long silica SMFs using
angled physical contact (APC) connectors; the end of the
3.0-m-long SMF was also kept open with an APC connector.
Here, we define fz as the central frequency of the band-pass
filter of the ESA; the electrical spectral power at this
frequency is selectively transmitted to an oscilloscope (OSC)
to derive the reflectivity distribution along the FUT. The
resolution bandwidth (RBW) and the video bandwidth
(VBW) of the ESA were set to 300 and 1 kHz, respectively.
The modulation frequency fm was swept from 5.01 to
5.16MHz with a repetition rate of 10Hz, corresponding to

a measurement range of approximately 20m according to
Eq. (2).

The measured electrical spectrum in the range from DC to
12.0MHz (when fm = 5.1MHz) is shown in Fig. 3. In addi-
tion to the low-frequency noise around DC, two peaks were
observed at 5.1 and 10.2MHz, which correspond to fm and its
second harmonic component, respectively. The reflectivity
distributions obtained when fz = 1.2, 2.0, and 5.0MHz are
shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(c), respectively. The relative position
d was defined to be 0 at the circulator. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b),
three clear peaks were observed with reflectivities higher than
−52 dB, and the locations of the peaks corresponded well to
those of the APC connectors (including the open end). The
relatively small peak (at d = 0) corresponds to the reflection
at the circulator (approximately −52.5 dB). In contrast, in
Fig. 4(c), no peaks were observed because of the overlap of
the noise component induced by the modulation frequency
fm. Next, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is defined
as the difference between the maximal peak power and the
noise floor level, was plotted as a function of fz (Fig. 5).
When no peaks corresponding to the APC connectors
were observed, the SNR was defined to be 0. The SNR
deteriorated at fz < ∼1MHz under these experimental con-
ditions (dependent on the RBW and VBW) because of the
low-frequency noise of the ESA and PD. The SNR was
also reduced at fz of around 5MHz because of the noise
caused by the laser modulation. The maximal SNR was
obtained at fz ∼ 2MHz.

The relationship between the peak power obtained by this
method and the actual reflection power (measured using a
power meter) was also investigated (Fig. 6). As the reflection
power increased, the peak power increased monotonically.
The nonlinear dependence was probably due to the nonlinear
characteristics of the PD. Nevertheless, using this one-to-one
correspondence, the actual reflection power can be inferred
from the measured peak power. Note that, if different fz
values are employed, these conversion characteristics will
change and need to be reinvestigated.

We subsequently performed the same measurement using
another FUT with a more complicated structure (Fig. 7). The
1.0-m-long pigtail of the circulator was sequentially con-

Fig. 2. Structure of the fiber under test for basic characterization.

Fig. 3. Electrical spectrum measured when fm was 5.1MHz.
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nected to 1.0-, 1.0-, 3.0-, and 1.0-m-long silica SMFs using
APC connectors; the distal end of the FUT was also kept
open with an APC connector. The modulation frequency fm
was swept from 5.01 to 5.20MHz with a repetition rate of
10Hz (D ≃ 20m). Figure 8 shows the reflectivity distribution
( fz = 2.0MHz). Five clear peaks were observed, which corre-
sponded to the locations of the APC connectors (including

the open end). A relatively small peak corresponding to the
reflection at the circulator was also observed.

Finally, the high-speed operation of this system was
verified by tracking a moving reflection point. The structure
of the FUT is shown in Fig. 9. Part of a 7.0-m-long silica
SMF (with a 0.3-mm-thick jacket) was wound on a screw for
one turn with an outer diameter of 6.4mm (fixed on a stage),
and the stage was moved along the SMF for ∼3.0m at a
constant speed of 0.2m=s. Thus, a moving reflection point
can be implemented even though the reflectivity (∼53 dB) is
not sufficiently stable. The reflectivity distributions measured
when time t = 0, 3.0, 6.0, and 9.0 s are shown in Fig. 10(a)
(t was defined to be 0 when the screw started to move). In
addition to the fixed peak at the APC connector, other peaks
were clearly observed at different positions. The peak power
of ∼53.5 dB agreed well with the actual value (∼53 dB). The
peak power fluctuated within approximately ±1 dB, which
could be partially attributed to the actual reflectivity fluctua-

Fig. 5. SNR plotted as a function of fz.

Fig. 6. Actual reflection power plotted with respect to the peak power
obtained by this method.

Fig. 7. Structure of the fiber under test for demonstrating multiple
reflection point detection.

Fig. 8. Reflectivity distribution measured when fz was 2.0MHz.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Reflectivity distributions measured when fz was (a) 1.2, (b) 2.0,
and (c) 5.0MHz.

Fig. 9. Structure of the fiber under test for demonstrating high-speed
operation.
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tions. The temporal variation of the measured reflectivity
distribution is shown in Fig. 10(b). We clearly recognize the
linearly moving reflection point; from the measured data, the
moving speed was calculated to be 0.19m=s, which agrees
well with the actual value of 0.2m=s.

In conclusion, a simplified cost-effective SOCF–OCDR
configuration based on sinusoidal modulation was developed
by excluding conventional optical heterodyne detection, and
its basic performance was evaluated. By utilizing the foot of
the electrical Fresnel reflection spectrum, the electrical band-
width required for signal processing was lowered to several
megahertz. One drawback is the reduced dynamic reflectivity
range. A high-speed reflectivity measurement (10ms for
acquiring one distribution) was also demonstrated by tracking
a moving reflection point. Further cost reduction could be

possible by replacing the ESA with an electrical circuit with
an equivalent function, such as a narrow band-pass filter. We
believe that this configuration will improve the convenience
of the SOCF–OCDR technology for practical applications.
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Fig. 10. (a) Reflectivity distributions measured when time t = 0, 3.0, 6.0,
and 9.0 s. (b) Temporal variation of the measured reflectivity distribution.
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